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ABSTRACT
 Influence of splicing the highly birefringent photonic crystal fiber (HB-PCF) with single mode fiber (SMF) under two 
different experimental conditions is studied in details. The result shows the birefringence of the HB-PCF can be either 
increased or decreased significantly, depending on the connection conditions of the HB-PCF end, which are classified as 
case I (the end is closely butted by another fiber) and case II (the end is in open air).  From the experiment and 
theoretical analysis, it has shown that in case I the retardation change of the spliced section of HB-PCF with 0.2mm in 
length can be 3.2 times larger than the original value. However, in case II the retardation may be reduced to 72.12% of 
the original one. The obtained result is important for the design and fabrication of optical fiber devices and sensors based 
on HB-PCFs.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs) provide great potential and possibilities for the design and development of various 

devices and components applicable in the areas of optical fiber communications, optical fiber sensors[1][2], etc. In practical 
application, connecting PCFs with other types conventional fiber， in most case with the SMFs, is necessary and 
unavoidable. Since the structures of the cross section of PCF and SMF are distinctly different, how to splice PCF with low 
insertion loss become a non-ignorable technique in the application of PCF,.Several methods have been proposed to reduce 
the splicing loss including: designing special PCFs that have the same model field diameters as SMFs[4]; using a gradient-
index fiber lens[5][6]and CO2 lasers to splice[7][8]; using fusion splicers by repeated discharging to cause collapse of the air 
holes[9][10], etc. Since it is easy to implement with splicer, the last method has been widely adopted in practice. 

The PCF with two large air holes symmetrically located beside the core may have introduce large birefringence in the 
fiber. The birefringence strongly depends on the sizes and separations of the air holes. In the condition of fiber splicing, 
since the arc may produce sufficient high temperature which will cause significant change in the size of the air holes, it is 
reasonable to expect the birefringence of HB-PCF will change after it has been spliced. As most researchers focus on the 
loss problem in the splicing of PCF, to our knowledge we studied at the first time the effect of splicing on the 
birefringence of HB-PCF. We divided the splicing conditions into two cases, i.e. (1) splicing the PCF with closed end 
(case I); and (2) splicing the PCF with open end (case II) Since the size changes of the air hole are completely different in 
these two cases, we study the birefringence change of the HB-PCF separately, and analyze the influence of non-uniform 
birefringence change on the characteristics of fiber waveplate proposed by the authors. The experimental and theoretical 
results are useful for the development of fiber devices and sensors based on HB-PCFs.  

2. EXPERIMENT RESULTS  OF DIFFERENT SPLICING CONDITIONS 
The HB-PCF used in this article is obtained previously from the Blaze Photonic Company, which is shown in Fig. 1(a). 

It can be seen from Fig. 1(a) that this kind of HB-PCF is realized by breaking the symmetry of the hexagonal lattice. The 
fiber parameters including the diameters ( ds ) of two large airholes, the diameters (d) of small airholes, the pitch between 
the two big airholes ( Λs ) and the lattice pitch between the small airholes ( Λ ) are measured through the optical 
microscope:ds=4.58μm , d=2.34μm , Λ=4.18μm , Λs=8.70μm . Based on the structure, the air-holes expansion or collapse 
effect on the birefringence of HB-PCF is calculated by the software APSS of the Appolo Photonics company in Canada, 
which is based on the full vector finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. 
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In the experiment, an optical fusion splicer produced by DVP Optical&Electronical Tech Company in Nanjing, China, 
was employed to splice the HB-PCF with SMF. Under the manual operate condition; we change fusion intensity to 40 and 
fusion time to 0.5s. Considering the HB-PCFs and PCFs need different melting temperature, appropriate offset should be 
set as fig.2 (a) [13]. When discharging, there is a discharged area. The temperature will transit along the HB-PCF in the 
discharged area, so there is a expand part or collapse part after splicing. We realized splicing in case I shown in Fig.2 (b) 
and splicing in case II shown in Fig.2(c) differently by repeated experiment. The airholes of the cross section of the 
interface expand as shown in Fig1. (b) , but the airholes of airholes of the cross section of the interface after splicing in 
case II collapse as shown in Fig.1 (c). 

We can observe from Fig.1 (b) that the cross section of the splicing interface changes a lot: the two large holes changes 
to be approximate hexagon and the small hole expand.  After repeated measurements, we got the components:ds'=5.94μm , 

1d '=2.72μm , Λ'=4.26μm , Λs'=7.72μm . When splicing in case I, high energy gathered in the interface of the HB-PCF which 
is close with the interface of SMF, though pressure difference in and out the airholes which is much very probably larger 
than surface tension will cause airholes expand. The large airholes were pressed from six directions, so the large airholes 
are approximate hexagon. For the air-silicon alternating structure, heat flow in the air is slower than the heat flow in the 
silica[7], which cause the airholes far away from the core are larger than that near the core, but since they are far away from 
the core, the effect can be ignored. 

We can observe from Fig.1 (c) that the cross section of the splicing interface changes a lot too: both large and small 
airholes collapse in different degrees. That is because splicing in case II, the pressure in and out the airholes is equal and 
the surface tension is much larger than the pressure [12]. By repeated measurements, we got the components: ''ds =2.90μm , 

"d =1.9μm, ''Λ =6.58μm , ''Λs =6.60μm . 

 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1.  Optical microscope images of HB-PCF cross section before and after splicing．(a)Optical microscope image of 

HB-PCF before splicing；(b)Optical microscope image of HB-PCF after splicing in case I with expanded airholes；
(c)SEM image of HB-PCF after splicing in case II with collapse airholes[9] 

3. THE SIMULATED RESULT OF EFFCT ON THE BRIEFRINGENCE OF THE CROSS SECTION OF HB-PCF 
AFTER SPLICING 

The model birefringence of the interface cross sections after spliced in case I and case II is simulated numerically. The 
result is shown in Fig.3.  We know that after splicing in case I, ds increased 29.69%, d increased 16.24%, Λs decreased 
11.26% and Λ increased 8%, they all affect the birefringence a lot. We can observe from Fig.3 that the birefringence is 
5.6～5.8 times larger than that before splicing. And the birefringence changing as a function of the wavelength becomes 
much sensitive. But in condition of case II, ds  decreased 36.68%, d decreased 18.8%, Λs decreased 24.14% and Λ  
decreased 21.29%. The birefringence decreased 56 10−× ～ 58 10−× . We can conclude that the airholes expansion and 
collapse will change the birefringence of HB-PCF differently. So during the use for the birefringence character of HB-PCF, 
especially for the waveplate fabricated by HB-PCF, splicing effect on the length or band of the waveplate must be 
considered.   
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(c) 

Figure 2.  General view of splicing PCF and SMF in  case I  and side view of HB-PCF after splicing  (a) General 
view of splicing PCF and SMF in  case I ；(b) The side view of the interface of HB-PCF and SMF spliced in  case 

I  ((1)(2)(3)(4)are the supposed size of the parameters ds 、 d 、 sΛ  and Λ  in the expand part of PCF)；(c)The 
side view of the interface of HB-PCF after discharged in  case II  ((5)(6)(7)(8)are the supposed size of the 

parameters d s 、 d 、 sΛ  and Λ  in the collapse part of PCF) 
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Figure 3.   The birefringence as a function of wavelength before 
splicing and after splicing in different splicing method 

3. THE SIMULATED RESULT OF EFFCT ON THE BRIEFRINGENCE OF THE EXPAND OR COLLPASE PART OF 
HB-PCF AFTER SPLICING 

Supposing that the hot flow along the PCF is linearly, the airholes of the expand part shown in Fig.2 (b) or the collapse 
part shown in Fig.2 (c) change linearly, as shown (1)～(8) in Fig.2(b) and (c). Based on this, we founded numerical 
calculation model and simulated the birefringence as a function of the position of the expand part or the collapse part, 
which is shown in Fig.4. 

Fig.4 (a) shows the fitted curve about birefringence as a function of the position of the expand part at the wavelength 
of 1550nm. Due to the accuracy of the calculation method, the spots are not on the line. It is observed from Fig. (4) that 
the birefringence of HB-PCF increase in form of exponential growth during the expand part. And the birefringence can up 
to 5.8 times larger than usual. Because both the large and small holes expanded, Λs decreased and Λ increased, all of this 
destroyed the symmetrical hexagon structure. And it is why the birefringence becomes much larger when the cross 
sections near the interface of splicing. Fig. 4 (b) shows the curve about birefringence as a function of the position of the 
collapse part at the wavelength of 1550nm. Obviously it is different from Fig.4 (a).  After spliced incase II, the 
birefringence decreases with rule during the collapse part. This is caused by two reasons: one is that the sizes of both the 
large and small airholes decreased, while the large airholes change more than the small ones. This cause model 
birefringence reducing shown in Fig.5 (a); the other one is that Λs  and Λ both decreased, which destroyed the 
symmetrical hexagon structure and caused the model birefringence decrease shown in Fig.5 (b). The result shown in Fig.4 
(b) is caused by these two reasons interacting by some ways. 

Fig.5 (a) shows the model birefringence as a function of the collapse part, supposing that only the size of airholes was 
changed during the collapse part of the HB-PCF. The model birefringence’s reduction caused by the size reduction of the 
large and small airholes is proved. Fig. 5(b) shows the model birefringence as a function of the collapse part, supposing 
that only the distances of large airholes or small airholes was changed during the collapse part of the HB-PCF. The model 
birefringence increase by reason of the damage of the symmetrical hexagon structure is proved.  

The relationship of the phase difference δ and the model birefringence B of two orthogonal models is given by 

- 2- , ( )0
0 0

y xB n n ky x k k

β β β π
λ

Δ= = = =                                                           (1) 

0l B k lδ β= Δ × = × ×                                                                                   (2) 

n y ， xn ， yβ and xβ are effective index and propagation constant of two orthogonal models, λ is the wavelength and 

l is the length of optical fiber. If the wavelength is fixed, and B is the function of l , we make it ( )B l , an integral 
function is used to calculateδ : 
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Proved by repeated experiment and calculation, the length of the expand part or collapse part is 0.15mm～0.2mm. 
When the wavelength is fixed at 1550nm, supposing the expand part or collapse part is 0.22mm long, the phase difference 
δ=0.556rad before splicing, according to equation (2). But the phase difference turns to be δ=1.802rad  after splicing in 
case I, according to equation (3), which is 3.2 times larger than that before splicing. The phase difference turns to be 
δ=0.401rad after splicing in case II, according to equation (3), which is 27.88% of that before splicing. We can observe 
the conclusion: both the airholes expansion and collapse will cause δ change a lot. This is very important for fiber 
waveplate fabricated by PCFs. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.  The model birefringence as a function  of expand or collapse part of PCF under different splicing condition  @ 1550nmλ = ((a) 
The model birefringence of the expand part of PCF after spliced in case I；(b) The model birefringence of the collapse part of PCF 

after discharged in case II) 

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.  The model birefringence as a function of the collapse part of PCF after discharged in case II, supposing only sizes of 
airholes or pitch between holes changed．((a) When the size of airholes change as (5)(6)in Fig．3(b) only；(b) When the pitch 

between holes change as (7)(8) in Fig．3(b)only) 
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